Pontiac grand am fuel pump

A bad fuel pump has symptoms that mimic other ignition- and performance-related problems in
a motor vehicle. You must listen to your car very carefully to identify the subtle differences in
engine performance that are caused by a failing fuel pump to better assist your mechanic when
describing the problem. If not handled quickly, a failed fuel pump can lead to damaged fuel
injectors, which greatly raises the cost of repair. A damaged or failed fuel pump can cause a
Grand Am to be unable to start. The engine cranks noise of the engine attempting to turn over ,
but the vehicle is unable to send fuel to the engine to start it. This is often the case when the
fuel pump has failed entirely and is unable to maintain fuel pressure into the engine. Low fuel
pressure causes a rough idle for the engine. You will experience dipping RPMs and a shake in
the engine block when the car is sitting still, which leads to engine misfires when the vehicle is
accelerating and attempting to retain speed. A Grand Am's fuel injectors are highly sensitive to
fuel pressure, so these signs could emerge very early in the fuel pump's failure. A failing fuel
pump may deliver satisfactory fuel pressure though not enough fuel volume. As a result, you
will experience loss of power when the vehicle is accelerating heavily, is under load or cruising
at highway speeds. Engine sputtering may also occur while this is happening, and the car
produces a sound that is noticeable. Jonathan Lister has been a writer and content marketer
since Fluxating Fuel Pressure A failing fuel pump may deliver satisfactory fuel pressure though
not enough fuel volume. It's no shock that smart drivers like you get how to focus on the power
of their Pontiac Grand Am with performance-optimized parts. Pontiac creates cars that are
optimized for the best performance, and as with their other designs, the Grand Am just doesn't
perform as designed without the correct replacement auto parts and accessories. High
performance road warriors, such as the racy Pontiac Grand Am, are built to be pushed beyond
tolerances, but then given a maintenance pass. Year after year Pontiac stands for the
performance and tough engineering expected from a great vehicle. Pontiac very consistently
satisfies, with car models that merge fuel efficiency with the satisfaction of supple handling.
That Pontiac in the garage was assembled using quality and expertise; it should have
replacement components with the same top level of quality. Your car's Pontiac Grand Am Fuel
Pump pumps air into the gas assembly to move fuel from the gas reservoir to the motor. Since
electronic precision injectors have almost completely superseded obsolete carburetor systems,
today's Pontiac Grand Am Fuel Pumps must move fuel under pressure; they are therefore
electronic. The Pontiac Grand Am Fuel Pump helps force gas from the fuel tank to your
automobile's motor, where it's combined with air for burning within the cylinders. Preserve your
Pontiac's systems by purchasing the most reliable high quality engine parts. If you selected
your high-performance car because it had awesome power and performance, insure your
decision and install only the best new parts. If you have any concerns about our aftermarket
accessories, our customer support team members are available to you via e-mail or telephone.
Our premium accessories and customer service give you an excellent combination of price,
options and outstanding quality. No matter whether you own an exotic sports car or everyday
Detroit metal, we have all the aftermarket accessories you are looking for right on site at They
are available for the following Pontiac Grand Am years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 05, 04, 03,
02, 01, 00, 99, 98, 97, 96, 95, 94, 93, 92, 91, 90, 89, 88, 87, 86, 85, 80, 78, 75, Thank you for your
timely shipment of the part. Our vehicle had sat for four years and with your discounted price it
helped out a lot. Vehicle runs smoothly now. The Gage works a little different now but I can live
with it. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a
support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your
product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make
sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to Enlarge.
Replacement Fuel Pump Assembly. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Airtex EM Fuel
Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Carter M
Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Mechanical Fuel Pumps feature precision castings and rockers
help ensure a long life. Advanced polymer pump diaphragms help ensure consistent
performance in multiple fuel blends. A new fuel filter is recommended when replacing pump.
Carter Fuel Systems Mechanical Fuel Pumps are designed to meet or exceed OE requirements,
and many of these units have high capacity along with good vapor handling characteristics.
Product SKU: W Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are
made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing
procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented
high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to
corrosive fuel blends and additives. Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Product Note: Fuel Pump Module
Assembly -- If part that is being replaced has a 1x4 connector, wire harness FA is required, not
included; Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To
reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank

before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features:
years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge
built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and
model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application. Product SKU: Package Contents Strainer Kit. Features:
OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation.
Your Pontiac Grand Am Fuel Pump is a very vital part of your vehicle, this is because, it holds
the sole responsibility of literally pumping your automobiles gas from the tank the engine,
therefore, in case your Pontiac Grand Am has a faulty fuel tank, the results might be
catastrophic to the functionality of your engine. Therefore, in case your car is experiencing
symptoms, and you suspect it might be the fuel pump, it's important to be sure of some of the
warning signs early before your car stalls, and it's too late. Since your Pontiac Grand Am Fuel
Pump is a vital component and especially to the combustion of your Pontiac Grand Am engine,
when it malfunctions, it's likely to deliver too much or too little fuel to the fuel tank. To begin
with, in case your fuel pump is not working, then it's impossible for your car to function or even
moves. This is because the fuel pump in your Pontiac Grand Am works by transporting fuel
from its gas tank to the engine. However, it's not uncommon to run over some distance with a
faulty fuel pump before your car stalls. One of the first warning signs of a faulty fuel pump is
when you are driving at an accelerated speed well over 50 mph, and your vehicle suddenly
starts jerking before resuming to regular performance. Another clear warning sign of a faulty
fuel pump is when your car suddenly starts using too much gas, this could mean that your fuel
pump's relief valve isn't opening, and it could lead to clogging of your engine. In case you
experience any of the above symptoms, it's a clear sign that your Pontiac Grand Am Fuel Pump
is faulty and need replacement. Some of the common symptoms include stalling conditions or a
non-start situation that usually leaves most drivers stranded. Since this problem is not
uncommon to particular brands, it's important that you get your vehicle checked once it starts
showing the described symptoms. It's also important to have your vehicle regularly checked to
ensure these symptoms are detected early. It's advisable to get a personalized quote that is
based on your location, the make, year and model of your car. We sell all Pontiac Grand Am
auto parts and accessories exclusively online, meaning there are no overhead costs involved.
Translating into substantial saving for our clients. We sell auto parts and accessories for all
models and makes. Read more reviews. Received our fuel pump in just a few days form placing
order.. Catalog: E. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Pontiac Grand Am. Shipping Options: Ground
Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Pontiac Grand Am. Catalog: F. Catalog: A.
Vehicle Pontiac Grand Am. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all
fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE
specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on
vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is
validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options:
Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Catalog:
N. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded Items Genuine
OEM 10 Items Private Label 8 Items 8. Not Specified 22 Items ACDelco 24 Items Airtex 9 Items 9.
Delphi 22 Items Dorman 32 Items Spectra Premium 12 Items Fuel Pump Type. Electrical 18 Items
Sending Unit 18 Items Not Specified Items Mounting Hardware Included. Yes 2 Items 2. No 2
Items 2. Unspecified Length 11 Items Lifetime 46 Items Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 82
Items Not Specified 89 Items Compatible Fuel. Gas 39 Items Diesel 1 Items 1. New Items Used 9
Items 9. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item
Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View
Customize. Find the right parts for your Pontiac Grand Am. Enter Year Tell us about your
vehicle to find the right parts faster. Free returns. Almost gone. Amounts shown in italicized text
are for items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. For more information go to Without it, your engine would not even start. Your fuel
pump assists in this process by drawing fuel from the fuel tank and pushing it into the engine
block. Your fuel pump electrically works with your system, making it sensitive to high

temperature and slightest corrosion. Following are some signs that your fuel pump is going
bad:. Issues with your fuel pump directly affect engine operation and performance. A good
example of a sign that the part is going bad is when you experience engine power loss. This
symptom most likely occurs when your car is climbing a steep slope. In this instance, your fuel
pump is not able to deliver additional fuel for the engine to produce extra power to drive
through the slope. Engine power loss may be caused by faults in different components of your
car. However, you should not disqualify the possibility that the pump may be at fault. At times,
the fuel carries contaminants such as corroded particles from your fuel tank. Since fuel travels
through your fuel pump, these particles build up on the pump assembly, clogging up the
pathway for the fuel. Because of this clog, inconsistent fuel delivery may occur, causing a
hesitant start that results from little fuel that reaches the engine. A no start situation is a more
serious form of a hesitant start. Your Pontiac Grand Am fuel pump may have gone totally
clogged to the point where no fuel gets into the engine. This issue may also be caused by a
blown fuel pump. This happens when the pump has taken its toll from the constant high
temperature it is exposed to. When the ignition key is turned, a whirring sound-much like a
small motor running-should be heard from the engine tank. This sound is very noticeable even
from outside the car. This is a good sign that your Pontiac Grand Am fuel pump is functioning
well. When you do not hear this sound even though the ignition key has already been turned,
the pump may have given in. Your fuel pump is one of the hardworking components inside your
car. Despite its size, it plays a very important role in your vehicle's performance. So, you need
to be extra conscious about your fuel pump's condition if you do not want to constantly
experience engine performance problems. Following are some helpful tips to get the most out
of your fuel pump:. Your fuel pump is located inside your fuel tank, so you have to make sure
that your fuel pump does not overheat. Being an electrical component, the pump is sensitive to
heat. The high temperature may be transferred to the pump, causing it to overheat. When it
does, it is very likely to malfunction. Although your fuel pump seems to be working well at 60,
miles, it is still recommended to replace it. The pump tends to get weaker over time, reducing its
ability to pull and push fuel from your tank into the engine. When this happens, you would
experience different engine performance issues due to inconsistent fuel delivery. You do not
want to suffer the consequences during the most unlikely time, so you'd better replace your fuel
pump every 60, of mileage. One of the common causes of problems with the fuel pump is
clogging. This is simply because there is no fool-proof way of keeping contaminants from
entering your fuel tank. These contaminants tend to clog the pump over time, causing the part
to overheat and fail. To avoid such problem, make sure the pump is free of buildups. Take it out
from the tank and have it cleaned from time to time. You can use an old toothbrush and fresh
gasoline for the task. Your Pontiac Grand Am fuel pump is located inside your fuel tank and
submerged in fuel. An overheating pump is a step closer to failing. Keeping the pump
completely submerged in fuel helps in keeping it cool. In addition, a tank with low fuel tends to
accumulate condensation and water buildup which affect your fuel pump. We've Made a Site
Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account.
Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Pontiac Grand Am Fuel
Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold.
Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Showing 1 - 15 of 57 results.
Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Product Details Notes : Fuel pump motor; With 1. Part Number: AF Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of
57 results. Jan 26, Working great. John Wilderness. Purchased on Jan 10, Nov 13, It's Great!
Ray Ray. Purchased on Oct 29, Nov 01, Paola Martinez. Purchased on Oct 14, Show More.
Following are some signs that your fuel pump is going bad: Engine power loss Issues with your
fuel pump directly affect engine operation and performance. No start situation A no start
situation is a more serious form of a hesitant start. Absence of fuel pump sound When the
ignition key is turned, a whirring sound-much like a small motor running-should be heard from
the engine tank. Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out how many
issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous article in this
series regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and returnless fuel
systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more
information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by
years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding
pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Showing 1 - 12 of 12

results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: AC
Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1 Sh
bmw e60 manual
whirlpool wiring diagram
ford expedition ac
owing 1 - 12 of 12 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews
Questions, Answers. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel
pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en When
picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient
performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment
equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge
Dec 17, Takes forever for the meter to fill up after putting gas in. Overall everything hooked up
nicely. Austin Birge. Purchased on Nov 08, Dec 16, Fast delivery. Charles Black. Purchased on
Nov 26, Oct 07, Fuel pump. Worked well and good price. Dean Dean. Purchased on Dec 31,
Show More. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

